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New Campus
Club
Joshua Foster

Guest Reporter
The Pacific Young Demo
crats (the PYDs) are a new
organization on campus this
semester. In the past, there
has been the UOP Democrats,
which dissolved at the end of
last year due to a lack of sup
port.
The new organization
seeks to elect democratic can
didates, encourage political

iotograph by Dan Cammarano

Pacific Yount

Democrats:, a new organization on campus that unites Pacific s Democrat students. The
club exsists to "give students a chance to experience government first hand and to represent the opposi
tion to the Pacific Republicans club.

the

in

ASUOP senators represent
Sandv Goldberg

Reporter
All students have had is
sues involving the school.
You'd be lying to yourself
if you said you hadn't. But
did you know that there are
i group of students on cam
pus who will not only listen
to your complaints, but do
something about them?
The ASuop Senate is comorised of a student represen:ative from each of the seven
schools, and three that serve
it-large. In weekly meetings

fuzie Mangum- Senator,
:hool of Education

they meet with members
of the administration, ad
dress student concerns and
discuss what is happening
on our campus. "[Senate is
a] student governing force
which advocates for all
student needs," explained
Adam Ellison, Vice Presi
dent of ASuop.
Each student who repre
sents a specific school tries
their best to vote with his or
her constituents in mind as
well as report back to them
when something important

Sabrina SutherlandSenator, Conservatory of
MUsic

occurs. Senator Suzie Mangum said, "I represent the
School of Education by bring
ing up issues that are exclu
sive to education students
and then I bring back those
issues to my constituents."
Others go to meetings of
student organizations to ex
plain what is going on with
ASuop and see what con
cerns are from those groups.
"I contact the President of the
See SENATE on page 2

Nick Castro - Senator,
School of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences

involvement, instill students
with democratic values, and
give students a chance to ex
perience government at the
grassroots level.
The establishment of
the club was necessary to
represent the Democratic
Party's view on campus in
opposition to the College
Republicans.
There was a debate held
on Monday, November 7 be
tween the PYDs and the Col
lege Republicans regarding
the statewide special elecSee PYD on page 2

White Ribbpn
Campaign
PhiDelta Theta takes ac
tion to end violence against
women
Jeff Morgan

In accordance with its core
values, Phi Delta Theta, a so
cial fraternity on the Pacific
campus, is unveiling its cam
paign for women's rights.
The campaign will begin in
the coming weeks to raise
awareness about women's
issues everywhere.
Members Of«the fraternity
will be selling white ribbons
in different areas of the cam
pus and all of the proceeds
will go to support the "The
White Ribbon Campaign,"
which is a world wide cam
paign consisting mainly of
men in an effort to end male
violence against women.
The fraternity endorses
this organization whole
heartedly, "We recognize the
need for such a campaign
everywhere in America and
hope that any donations we
make will help the cause, but

really we're just doing what
we can to fight for the rights
of women" said fraternity
president Christopher Mc!
Dermtrtt, "I just hope that
we can get as many people
as possible wearing thestj
ribbons and showing theij
support for this campaign."
The website for this camj
paign also sells shirts and.
products bearing theit
slogan "My Strength is Not
for Hurting." The organij
zation endorses wearing
such clothing as a state!
ment against male violence^
against women.
In addition to launching
the white ribbon campaigr
on campus, the Phi Delta
Theta members are invit
ing a speaker to come anc
talk about women's issues^
Information will be P°steH
around campus regardl"H
the date and time of th<|
lecture.
other
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Reporter
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UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
October 30-November 5,2005
to Cowell Wellness Center.

It glues you
to the TV every
other year. You
Lear about it all
iver the news,
fou even look at
:he athletes on
our
morning
Icereal box. The
•lympic Games
one of the
|largest sporting
ivents, watched
land participated
the world over,
his winter, eight
iParific
Sport
anagement
'students and a
professor are going to see
the event up close and
personal by volunteering
in the Olympic Village m
Turin, Italy.
Originally,
Professor
Linda Lyman had planned
to organize a group o
students to volunteer 3
the Olympic Games m

1...ACCIDENT CHAPEL
LN AND PACIFIC CIR
BURGLARY
5...AUTO
A pedestrian was struck STADIUM DR
as he crossed the street and
Victim made a delayed re
received minor injuries. The port of an auto burglary that
driver of the vehicle stopped *occurred off campus between
to make sure the pedestrian midnight
midnight and
and 10:00
10:00 AM
AM on
on
was not injured seriously 110205. Victim stated the
and then left the scene. The responsible smashed the side
driver of the vehicle later window and took a portable
appeared at Public Safety to CD player and $200 worth of
file a report.
CDs.
2...DISTURBANCE
JOHN BALLANTYNE
Officers dispatched to a
call of several subject fir
ing air soft guns. Officers
located the subjects and took
the guns for safekeeping.

6...AUTO BURGLARY LOT
#4 (CLOCKTOWER)
Victim reports that some
one forced open the wing
window to his vehicle. The
window wd& covered with
plastic as it was broken
prior to the crime. Suspects
3...VANDALISM EISLEN removed a Leatherman silver
HOUSE PARKING
knife which was left in the
Victim reports that some
console.
one smashed out the side
window to his vehicle. It
DELTA
7...CASUALTY
did not appear anything was
UPSILON
taken from the vehicle.
Subject complaining on
difficulty breathing
and
4...CASUALTY
BAUN
chest pains after smoking a
FITNESS
"Hookah Pipe".
Officers responded to an
injury report where a sub
Subject transported to St.
ject had injured her foot. The Joseph's Hospital for treat
person injured was escorted
ment.

.

.

.....

Beijing in 2008, but her cur
rent students wanted in on
the action. Sarah Freeman,
a junior, specifically wanted
the opportunity to go to the
Olympics before she gradu
ated and asked that the trip be
organized this year. Professor
Lyman told her, "If you can
find out what we need to do,
we'll do it." So Freeman got to
work calling and emailing the
Olympic committee to find out
what volunteer opportunities
were available and how to get
Pacific students involved.
Because the students will
be missing 10 days of class
for the trip, strict participation
requirements were made and
a proposal was submitted to
Marisa Kelly, Associate Dean
of the College of the Pacific
for approval. After COP ap
proved the proposal for the
p, planstudents
the tn
students to
to take
take the
trip,
planning moved forward. Students
had to have been majoring in
g tg Science, have taken the
prerequisite classes,
Q
have a 3.0 GPA and be able to
pay their own way. Freeman

"TheV als0
arlrlf>d
also added,
"They
to be a part of other
volunteer experiences.
Once the students ar]
in Turin, they will he st^
in an apartment within ^
ing distance of the
village. Obtaining afford;
housing during the P\yni]
was no easy task: We
extremely lucky to have f0,
an affordable apartment
the center of Turin, especi
considering how hotel r
have skyrocketed," said R
Hundley. After one day
training and like orientat
they will work for 12 c
with only one day offIn order to get the i
out of the experience, l
have set up speakers to o
and talk to them about t
involvement in the Olvr
Games, in order to learn al
as many
many aspects of put tin
^ event as
a huge sporting
We're doing
can. "We're
doir that spx
cally to make connection:
other Olympics," said Pn
sor Lyman who is hopeful

See OLYMPICS page 3

Student Rush tickets
for Stockton Symphony
Best available seats!
(Save up to $32)

• Purchase at the door
10 minutes before
concert begins
• Must show Student ID

Classics III

Thursday, Nov. 17 at 8 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 19 at 6 p.m.

Atherton Audii< n u;.>'
on the Sait • mqulii
Delta College campus

Makoto Nakura, marimba
Brian Anderson, trumpet

Peter Jaffe,
Music Director arid
Conductor
STOCKTON i
/'////AA/'
A,#8 oA 1 At t //ozky

Rossini * Overture to William Tell
Kenji Bunch * Double Concerto
for Marimba and Trumpet
(West Coast Premiere)
Respighi • Fountains of Rome
Tchaikovsky • Capriccio italien

s' yj

A Feast

the Ears!

www.stocktonsyraphony.org
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sion.

Diwali, a the Hindu

be
come involved by throwing
more events
on campus,
volunteer
ing for local
campaigns
and
the
Democratic
Party, and at^ H H p P M | ^ ^ | H P m t e n d i n g local
IWr
^democratic

inners^^
losers;
>a(h
s'^es
to
the
lence
give
abase
uch to make their deci

The PYds seek to

celebration that trans
lates to "row of lamps"
was celebrated by Pacific
students last Saturday
night in the back room
of the quad dinning hall.

conferences

gy becoming
involved in the community

da, rom OLYMPICS pg. 2

in be a regular program
ie Sport Sciences stu-

only will this be a fun,
" in a lifetime opportunity,
' ill also help the students
"Wand the international
of sports. "Internaexperience in what we
one of the most impor

tant things you can do fo
yourself because sport is so
global*you dream of bein
able to do things like that,
said Freeman. Now the stu
dents can look forward t
preparations for the Games
and increasing the visibilit
of their unique program.

a
ID

need from me as a Senator
representing them," said
Aisling McElligott.
Senator Sabrina Suther
. art School of Business
land
is busy communicat
it Association regularly
ing
with
the Conservatory
if there is anything they
i SENATE from page 1

lie Tran- Senator-at-

Ellison- Vice
dent of ASuop

Peter Kuo Senator-at-Large

Nate Boyd - Senator,
School of International
Studies

Student Senate to address campus," noted Suther
student concerns. "Currently land.
Senate has been able to
CSS is working on an open
represent
students in sev
forum for issues in the Con
eral
timely
issues through
servatory and I'll be there to
out the year. President
address issues on the overall
Donald DeRosa and Vice
President Joanna RoyceDavis met with the Senate
earlier in the year to dis
cuss tuition raises, the new
University center, and goals
for student enrollment.
Student Senators were able
to voice their views on
these changes going on for
Pacific's campus and fight
for students' opinions.
More than the week
ly meetings, committees are
formed from the Senate that
Hpride imnortant issues as
Derek Lew - Senator-atlarge

Lauren Feeney- Senator,
College of the Pacific

Aisling McElligot
- Senator, School of
Business

well. For example, thp Club
Funding Board decides how
funding is allocated jto all
the clubs and student orga
nizations on campus. "We
allocate about $30,000 each
semester to over 60 clubs,
which helps fund a number
of events on campus from
dances, to film festivals, to
athletic road trips," said
Chris Tredennick, Sjenator
for the School of Engineer
ing and Computer Science.
If you have an issue
with this campus, and you
want your voice to be heard,
you can come to any of the
Senate meetings Monday
at 4pm in the Spruce room
or talk to the Senator who

Chris Tredennick- Senator,
School of Engineering and
Computer Science
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Suburban youths clash Muir, Roosevel
with riot police in Paris brought to life
By Benjomin Dunohv

Staff Writer

If you are unfamiliar with
what is going on in France
right now, there has been
rioting in the streets by the
poor African immigrants
mainly in the suburbs of
Paris, which resemble the
inner city ghettos of the
United States, since October
27. The people have now
turned their frustrations of
unemployment and impov
erished living conditions
into rage by rioting in the
streets and against the police
because two of their fellow
immigrants were electro
cuted to death in an electri
cal outpost where they were
hiding from police that they
thought were chasing them
(the police were, accord
ing to many press reports,
not chasing them, although
the rioters alleged that the
police were indeed chasing
them). They used the death
of these two boys as a cata
lyst to launch an uprising
against everyone in their
path, in the most serious
contention of French author
ity in 40 years.
As of Sunday, November

6, over 1,300 vehicles have
been burned, ten police of
ficers have been shot, and
many businesses and shops,
as well as a post office and
two schools have been
burned. Young adults and
teenagers as young as 12 are
the major participants in the
uprising.
And it may only get
worse. Could this violence
become organized? Since
technology and the internet
have created the fastest and
cheapest way to communi
cate in history, mass media
could brainwash an entire
generation of impoverished
teenagers and young adults,
much as the Islamic extrem
ists have done in the Middle
East. Which brings me to
my next point: the major
ity of those committing these
acts are Muslim. Could that
open them to being brain
washed by Islamic militant
masterminds? Could the
terrorists send some of their
'generals,' so to speak, to
France in order to set up an
organized reign of terror in
the West? The French police
have already arrested six
minors after they discovered
what they called a "firebomb

news.yahoo.com

Riot police stand guard in the town of Le Kremiin-Bicetre near Paris.

factory." 150 bombs were
being constructed, with
one third of them ready to
use. What if this is only the
beginning?
For the moment, this fear
appears to be out of sight
since the most influential
Islamic group in France is
sued a fatwa, or dissent, of
the violence. But it is not
entirely out of the question,
and radical Islamic influence
is raising concerns among
government officials.
The New York Times quoted
one of the protesters in a
recent article: ""This is just
the beginning," said Moussa
Diallo, 22, a tall, unemployed
French-African man in Clichy-sous-Bois, the workingclass Parisian suburb where
the violence started Oct.
27. "It's not going to end
until there are two policemen
dead."" He was referring
to the two French-African
teenagers that were acciden
tally killed that I mentioned
above.
I do not understand the
logic here. These rioters
were welcomed to France as
political refugees from coun
tries with terrible living con
ditions and a horrible quality
of life (hence the reason they
left in the first place), yet they
expect to be treated as though
they have something of value
to offer in the welcoming
society. What do these im
migrants expect? They come
as unskilled workers from
unindustrialized countries to
a highly industrialized soci
ety and expect to find work;
and when they do not find
work, they rise against the
organized society as if it has
done something personally
immoral to them. Blasphe
my, anyone? Please, if you
disagree with me, write me.

Bv Shane Cioris

Perspectives Editor

John Muir and president
Theodore Roosevelt are play
ing the "scar game." The two
historical figures take turns
telling the stories behind the
various scars on their bodies.
Roosevelt is an enthusiastic
player, working himself into
a lather while excitedly re
counting the hunting adven
tures behind his scars. "Left

after the two men
a historic photo^
the 3,000-foot cliff at
Point in YosemiteVj
year is 1903. Theti
had embarked on as
camping expedition
which time Muir t<
impress upon Roosa
importance of pa
the valley. The T O:
many issues bur iw
find some comm on;
While it is unlaw

arm done," he booms, "Now was actually said di
let's do the head." A slightly trip, the actor-c
befuddled Muir responds, "I based the dialocv
would gladly cede my head writings of Muir
to you, Mr. President," be evelt and so the p
fore attempting to steer the authentic feel. A.,
conversation back towards field plays Roost
perfectly enthuse
environmental issues.
This was the amusing and Lee Stetson s
opening scene in "The Tramp ken John Muir ad
and the Rough Rider," a the environment r
short play staged at Pacific honed Scottish acc
Theater this past Thursday. all, a very well-v. The play starts the moment -acted historical pi

Actors and playwrights Alan Sutterfield (left) and Lee Stets

The Pacifican
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theto
editor:

A rebuttal to "Heaven

yy

In defense of the
breakfast burrito

ing completion, the library is
the October 20th issue have an attractive stadium of expanding the library. Is }y Marcel "Zealous" Gibson
crowded as ever and it's still
je Pacifican, a columnist not only to make the players it not logical that when you Columnist
nearly impossible to find a
)te an article entitled feel and play better, but also run out of room, you increase
Dear Author of the Article computer, a study room, or
ger Heaven," in which to ensure that future recruits the size and holding capac
just a quiet area to study."
very blatantly states his will continue to come to play ity? This seems like the most to the Left,
Times
the project by two and
approval of the expan- here. I'm a big baseball fan obvious project that Pacific is
the
Library
would be good
Thank you very much for
[i of the University. In this myself, and to think that I embarking on.
to
go.
Another project you have responding to my article
umn he easily disregards would have to go off campus
But honestly, I strongly
overlooked
is the new multi titled, "Tiger Heaven," and
to
watch
my
own
team
play
improvements of a new
disagree
with the Author of
iversity Center, baseball seems absurd. Imagine if ev purpose gym. It's hard to sharing your thoughts. It's the Article to the Left on a
d, and library addition, ery time we had a basketball argue that the Main Gym is much appreciated that you single point. Sir, you had the
refute this author's zeal- game, we had to be bussed in poor condition. It is old, it were willing to voice your nerve to write, "Well, first
; stance, I have decided to down to the new Stockton is corroding, and it's time for opinion, and I believe I speak off, I would like to point out
ite in to present a different Arena to watch them play. something that is up to date. for the entire Perspectives that a Breakfast Burrito does
So author, your article was staff when I say, "Shout!
e to the argument over This could only result in a
not serve me first and fore
lowered amount of school in a sense selfish. All these Shout! Let it all out! These most as a student, nor does
; issue.
Ve can already conclude spirit and therefore loss of projects benefit students. Just are the things...."
I believe that many of im it ever...."
because each one does not
t in the first couple of home field advantage.
Author of the Article to
Next, the author claims the cater to your own lifestyle provements incorporated in the Left, have you ever had
is, the author really likes
akfast burritos. So much new University Center will specifically, it doesn't mean the Campaign for Pacific are a Breakfast Burrito? A Break
t becomes his main theme become a ghost town much that all these projects are going to improve the quality fast Burrito is a wonderful
the article. But to start like the McCaffery Center. lost causes. Instead they ben of education at this amaz manifestation of heaven far
onslaught of the admin- This is a horrible twist on the efit a wide range of students ing institution. I simply am greater than just an over
ation he states that: "it is truth of what the University across campus. In the case of questioning three projects; sized tortilla. And please,
ibtful that a University Center will actually do. As the University Center, it ben the University Center, the don't compare a Breakfast
iter and a Baseball Sta of right now, Pacific does not efits all students as well as Baseball Stadium and the Burrito from the Summit to
library Expansion. For ex
in are projects that, like, have one central area that is faculty. Pacific is expanding
ample, I totally support the "eggs-to-order" from the
and
growing
under
the
lead
reakfast Burrito, are there the nucleus of the campus.
dining hall.
serve students first and Visitors and students are ership of this administration. new Biology Building and
You're right, a Breakfast
Would it help to put in per Health Sciences Building.
scattered all over campus,
imost."
Burrito
won't make or break
However, The Univer
ill, first off I would like creating a distant alien feel spective that not too long ago
one's
grades.
No, it's much
sity Center still resembles an
point out that a Break- ing to other students, even on some dorms were closed be
more important than that.
oversized McCaffrey Center,
Burrito does not serve such a small campus. Maybe cause of a lack of enrollment
and though the features are Eating a Breakfast Burrito is
at
Pacific?
And
now,
housing
first and foremost as a one reason that the McCaf
catharsis, a way to find en
going to be new and im
lent, nor does it ever. To fery Center seems empty is is trying to find rooms for the
lightenment with every di
proved, ultimately there's
e that an oversized tor- because it lacks any reason massive amounts of students
vine bit. More than once I've
coming to the University. The no difference between our
stuffed with breakfast for students to go there.
had an orgasm in my mouth
With a small arcade nes campus and the school needs current facility. Now, if the and screamed, "Oh my
d helps me as student is
much- speculated Pub makes
saying that if it weren't tled under ASUOP, and the to reflect its growing amount
god," because of the entity
it into the building plans,
of
students
by
expanding
eggs to order at the Din- Summit, a small cafe above,
the Summit Staff has been
well then you won't have
Hall, I would surely students are split up instead and staying competitive with
blessed to create.
of relaxing in one central other private institutions in any arguments from me.
ik out of school,
Do not deny the power
Being an avid baseball fan,
he problem with this area. Other factors you have California, and the rest of the
of the Breakfast Burrito, for
I also understand that the
ement has nothing to overlooked with the new country.
it has "helped bio students
Author of the Article to the
Does
your
Breakfast
Bur
with the burrito though; Center are offices like mail
work in an up-to-date lab! It
Left's desire for an oncam-'
ies within the statement ing, a new dining hall, book rito help' bio students work
has allowed "baseball play
pus baseball stadium is "in a
: says that neither of store, and meeting areas. Not in an up to date lab, or
ers to feel at home in their
sense, selfish." The baseball
>e projects serve a student to mention the new student baseball players to feel at
own stadium!" It has graced
: and foremost. That is cafe will be a more easily us home in their own stadium, stadium could help "the us with all these things, and
players feel and play better"
ery strong and forceful able version of the Summit. or students get a coffee late
so much more. Its sanctity is
and
"ensure that future re
at
night,
or
students
to
use
ement. To start, using It will be a 24-hour cafe that
everywhere and nowhere!
example of the baseball will provide students with a a brand new gym for intra- cruits will continue to come
Author of the Article to the
lium, I'm sure that any constant option for food. So murals? I don't believe it can. to play," but attendance to Left, thank you once again
eball player who was you can eat your Breakfast But if it's only the burrito the games hinges upon the for writing in and sharing
? who read this article Burrito while reading your you're worried about, I'm success of the team. This is a your opinions. Oh, FYI, I
; not too happy with this mail or looking at a new sure that you will be able to fair-weather city.
don't get hangovers at 2 in
I absolutely agree that
get one at 2 in the morning at
ior's stance. Out of all book you just purchased.
the morning 'cause that s
As for the library, the the 24-hour cafe to help that the library expansion was when I'll be drinking. Any
Division 1 teams on camnecessary/but is "too small
, baseball remains the one author answered his own aching hangover.
way, thanks dude, have good
in ambition." I continued in
iut a home field on cam- question. By saying that the
times!
my article by stating, "near-Philip Mauriello Jr.
For our baseball team library is already too over
competitive, we must crowded, he is in support
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Delta Upsilon'
Haunted House 1 3
huge success

dependence that ^defines a more beneficial to all. Thief,
society; for we are all depen if you question why there is
Staff Writer
dent on one another every war, murder, and injustice in
second of our lives. You the world, look in the mir
Saddened not only by the depend on the person sitting ror.
I hope that I have ex
loss of the priceless docu next to you not to kill you
ments taken from me when just as I depended on you pressed to you that so
the thief made the choice to not to steal from me. You cietal rules are the only
Over $750 was raised
The Men of Delta Upsilon /
better his/her life by wors have let me down in this thing that keeps the world
the Boys and Girls
i
ening another, I am pained pact, and I hope for your turning. Life is too short to Omega Phi Alpha would like well as three large -ins
to discover their lack of hu sake that the person sitting harm another for your own to thank all of the participants of donated canned fc
man empathy in the ensu next to you does not let you benefit, for one day you who helped in the annual We look forward to an
c
ing aftermath. Thirty-five, down as you have me.
too will die, and (according Haunted House on October
wonderfully
scary
26th. It was a huge success!
seventy dollars: three times
The enforcers of the soci to my'beliefs) you will be
cessful Haunted Id o use
what the item is worth; what etal boundaries who break judged. Even if you do not This was made possible by year. Thanks again ft
will incite the rectification of the set rules as an order of believe in an afterlife, we can the students of the University
who helped make
malevolence? Committing punishment also undermine choose to make this crazy of the Pacific, volunteers from
other good Hallowed
such heinous acts is reminis the point of a society. Mur world our own Heaven or on-campus sororities, the
cent of terrorism. Harming der cannot be avenged an anarchic Hell. As one of men of DU/OPA, the Stock
-Derek Herbold stuitt
others for your own purpose, with murder. Those who the greatest men to ever live ton Community, advertising
whether murder for political have been stolen from are once said, "You must be the by KWIN, and the support
motives or a lustful desire to more likely to lose faith in change you wish to see in of elementary schools in the
thieve another's property, is humanity and steal from the world." That man was greater Stockton area.
a socially destabilizing act of others. Those who are beat Mahatma Gandhi.
cowardice.
when they are children are
"Thief, if you
more likely to beat their
own.
The states which com
question why
bat terrorism with violence
there is war,
only breed more of it.
Whether
rival
gangs
murder, and in
or rival states, violence is
justice in the
violence. The only thing
world, look in
that separates a gangster
from the president is the
the mirror."
Apart from murder, thiev legitimacy of the means to
ery can be forgiven with reach the end. Yet sepa
out loss if the property is rate as well are the ends
returned. Unreturned thiev which are reached, one
ery reeks of the stench of bru for the benefit of an entife
tal unforgiving murder: it is peoples (so we're told) and
sin without remorse that the other for wherever the
terrorizes our everyday lives gangster chooses to invest
his money. Different percep
just as its evil compatriot.
Intellectual property, in tions of reality and myriad
the case described here, situations still lead to the
is also irreplaceable once worldwide principle: surtaken. Many documents and vive.
Yet survival has reached
research papers drenched
heights
in my tears and sweat are unprecedented
gone forever, all because thanks to society, to the co
one person thought they had operation and dependence
scored a free twenty dollar I mentioned above, remem
USB jumpdrive. The docu ber, thief? Everything we
ments lost were priceless; I industrialized countries en
would have gladly given this joy is because of the benefits
person twenty dollars to buy of societal cooperation. We
them one of their own had 1 are an educated society that
0«r Ktolsrship owers IwltW twthooks a id m w A m 9 nd «v*i» fives
a monthly
T
known I was going to lose understands the interde
pendent
relationships
we
thingsxparsei.
Burt
if*
th*
MpMkmcs
vault
gain
attar
graduation
that
th«
arograivi
api _
everything academically im
share
with
each
and
every
portant to me because some
As an Air Farce dentist, you'll as ir a supportive loam environment where teaching and mer.ior one was in dire need of such member, visitor, and even
are engoitig. "Vdis'tlii»«: expssum 10 riiiiisspeclaltiea, andifteweight el emergencies or di r . . _
enemy. This understanding
a cheap piece of technology.
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Scholarship Pragma, calL or visit us online. 1-BQft-5BS-526# * AJR-ORCEXOM/HEALTHc^. Aj
stance against the rules of so liberal democracies do not
fight
each
other—they
un
ciety undermines the whole
point of a society. It is inter derstand that cooperation is
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Fear and Loathing on a College Campus
Cocaine, Sex treed,Super

Bv Mikev Vu

Lifestyles Editor

Ah, it's that time of the year
again, the time when it gets
too chilly to wear sandals
and the walk across South
Campus becomes nearly
unbearable. Not because it
reaches hell-freezing tem
peratures, but because of the
unbearable smell that seems,
incidentally, to coincide with
the changing of seasons at
Pacific. That's right, I'm talk
ing about the California Sex
Trees. If you have ever been
lucky enough to walk across
South Campus or been near
the mailing station early in

Mario, and Videotape

was bad sex all around me, let me get this straight... back ing this world a better place,
and there wasn't anything I then they called you K-Fed, one step at a time.
could do about it. I'm sure but...you want to be called
In other news, parents ap
all of you know what it's like Daddy now? Wait what? parently have nothing to do
to walk into your room after Let's be real, you were the at all because there has been
your roommate has engaged only one calling yourself K- a uproar(again) over simple
in "relations," there's always Fed, please don't be one of t-shirts that their kids are
that split second where you those guys. Secondly, I must wearing. This t-shirt is sup
wonder, "Did someone go ask, back when? As I recall, posedly so offensive, that
swimming? It smells like Mr. Federline's crowning clothing outlets are pulling
chlorine in here..." and then achievement before leech them off the shelves because
the awful moment of realiza ing off of Britney Spears was they promote rampant drug
tion kicks in and you utter as impregnating some washed- usage. The t-shirt in ques
you leave the room, "Oh god out actress. Ok, maybe I'm tion? A simple black plain
dammit." Dear Mr. Gardener just jumping the gun here, tee with a snowman on the
Man, if you planted these let's observe some more of front. Parents are complain
trees of ass around campus, I this hot fire that K-Fed spits: ing that kids are wearing it
hate you. And I hate your ass "People always asking me to brag about the fact that
the morning, then you are face too.
when's the release date/ they deal cocaine. If parents
probably quite familiar with
Speaking of ass faces, Kev Well, baby you can wait and are going to get mad that
the horror it wreaks upon in Federline, better known
see, until then all these Pava- kids are wearing shirts that
your nostrils. If roses are as Mr. Britney Spears, has
rottis followin' me." Well, I brag about dealing cocaine,
the lovely inviting scent of decided to pursue a career
would be scared too if I had how about addressing the
the Gods used to bring you in rap. Earlier this week, overweight tenors stalking fact that, oh you know, they
closer so you can admire some tracks were leaked me, even though I think he deal cocaine? Next thing
their delicately constructed from his upcoming album,
you know, Pac-Man will be
meant to say paparazzi.
petals, then these trees are "The Truth," onto the inter
My prediction is his new outlawed because he runs
the exact opposite.
net. You know, I've always CD will fuse together two around eating little white
I first noticed this phe been a little bit skeptical, drifting genres, country and pills, or maybe Mario will
nomenon as I was walking but I decided that I wouldn't rap, to form a genre so great be banned because he efcts
along the path towards the judge until I heard some of that the music world will be mushrooms and hallucinates
Classroom buildings, mind his tracks. Some sample lyr turned upside down. That about shooting fireballs and
ing my own business, until ics from the leaked tracks: genre will be simply known has an imaginary dinosaur
my senses were full-on as "Back then, they called me as "Crap." I thank you Kevin friend. What is this world
saulted by the pungent smell K-Fed, but you can call me Federline, from the deepest coming to.
of semen. It was like there Daddy instead." I...see. Ok, depths of my heart for mak

Student Addiction to Adderali

Lindsay Santos
Reporter

With midterm examina
tions, tests and papers under
way, the drug Adderall is the
new crutch for students who
cram. The reason for taking
Adderali is because the drug
can give healthy students an
almost super-human ability
to concentrate for extensive
lengths of time.
"When I take Adderali I
am able to sit and focus. I
don't like taking it everyday
because I don't want to have
to depend on it to function,"
said a prescribed business
senior.

The problem with Adderall is that there are too many
students taking the medica
tion who aren't prescribed
the drug. Students get Ad
derali from their friends at
school. Adderali isn't just an
epidemic locally, but it's also
major concern throughout
universities nationwide. Ac
cording to the Johns Hopkins
Newsletter, over 20 percent
of college students are using
Adderali illegally and dan
gerously.
Adderali allows the mind
to focus and balance itself
for people with ADD and
ADHD, because it balances a
neurotransmitter imbalance
deficiency. For a student or

anyone who does not have
this tiisorder, that imbalance
• is canceled out. As a conse
quence, Adderali use results
in serious side effects.
One common side effect
for those who do not have
ADD or ADHD is addic
tion. Abusers of the drug
are addicted to the energv
it gives them. The drug can
also cause dizziness, cotton
mouth, supressed appetite,
high anxiety, diarrhea, im
potence, weight loss, hives,
mental disturbances, insom
nia, and an increase in blood
By Dan Cammarano

DRUGS: Kids crash after self-medicated perscriptiori pills.

FTwenty

years ago Adderali
was first designed as a weigh
loss medication. In 1996 th

a
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publication. The Pacifican does not intend to offend or insult anyone.

and be better than every
one. Tonight take life by the
horns.
Capricorn 12/22-1/19
This month the stars hate
you a whole lot, there isn't
anything you can do about it
so suck it up and be a Pacifi
can. Tonight think about go
ing to a basketball game.

By Don Cammarono

Astrological analyst
Libra 9/21-10/22
The language of love is lost
to you this week, try to pick
up a few words from a Ro
mance language and score!
Tonight clean your feet.

Aquarius 1/20-2/18
It has gotten very very cold
outside and the rain keeps
coming like Ron Jeremy. Put
a few extra layers on, be an
onion. Tonight wish you had
a better horoscope.

Pisces 2/19-3/20
You feel alone at Pacific and
you long for a-little action.
Try telling someone "I'm just
looking for a soul mate" and
watch your bed fill. Tonight
Scorpio 10/23-11/21
Beware men named Chris clean your sheets.
and what they think inside
Aries 3/21-4/19
their heads. You don't need
You
may feel that your cell
Chris so work on being self phone
is boring. Add a little
sufficient, there is no need for
fun
by
painting with pastels.
the Chris and you could be
Then
you
can eat what you
setting yourself up for a fall.
don't
use.
Tonight call someTonight love thy brother.
one ugly.
Sagittarius 11/22-12-21
Taurus 4/20-5/20
Much of the time Dr. Phil
Being at school can be
has helpful things to say that
tough,
especially if you fell
can help you here at Pacific.
of
fthe
ugly
bus and got run
Act like Dr. Phil in your hall

Distribution of The Pacifican is partially supported
by ASUOP and the student activity fee. Other
support is provided by campus groups and our
advertisers.
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Cancer 6/22-7/22
Ever wonder who the
person who writes your
horoscope is? Well unless
you're smart enough to look
up the page a little you will
never know. Eat salmon and
go to sleep. Tonight watch
CSPAN.
Leo 7/23-8/22
There are many wonders
of the world, but one of
the largest is the taco salad.
How can a salad be so many
calories?
Tonight
watch
your weight.
Virgo 8/23-9/22
The stars are aligning in
your favor or some crap
like that, after the basketball
game on Friday eat some pie
and make a bee line for a popin' townhouse party.

THE DORTHY DAY
STORY

"flaunted if God'

Saturday }im,mk AMmtCkpel aUOT.
Donation for Mm:
$ 4, Mb $ 9
tfrmeds Pill ## to Catholic Charities/

tmtfqpe Still

Lifestyles: (209) 946-2115
pacificanlifestyles@pacific.edu
Sports: (209) 946-2115
pacificansports@pacific.edu

Gemini 5/21-6/21
The townhouse RAs in C
section were sad the Leos
didn't bring them food, do
them right by bringing the
RAs cake. Tonight put food
coloring in the townhouse
pool.

A Theater Play from
Chicago

News: (209) 946-2115
pacificannews@pacific.edu
Perspectives: (209) 946-2115
pacificanperspectives@pacific.edu

over by it. Put something
sexy on and respect yourself
a bit more. Tonight drink
apple juice light.
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STUDENTS: Tickets are going fast! Rush to get yours!

LIFESTYLES
FDA (Food and Drug Ad- an antidepressant (Prozac,
ministration) approved and Nardil, I arnate) because a
prescribed Adderall to treat user's blood pressure will
with ADD and ADHD, increase.
vary in the mediFor students who think
pill can be ten mil- they might he suffering fro
lierams while another can mADD or ADHD, it would
be thirty milligrams. College be wise to check with a local
psychologist
students
or psychiatrist.
taking the Adderall a grow- Since there is
drug often
ing threat: Ac such wide
times don't
abuse
cording to the spread
realize or
of
Adderall,
ignore the
John Hopkins
in order to
dosage.
get a prescrip
Newsletter,
over
"I tend to
tion a stu
20 percent of
like the ten
dent must be
milligram college students
documented
pill better
with medical
b e c a u s e are using Adderrecords. Psy
it isn't as
all illegally and chologists
and
intense as
dangerously.
psychiatrists
opposed to
can
deter
the time re
mine
ADD
or
lease pill" says a prescribed
ADHD
symptoms
through
business international stu
an administered test and a
dent.
comprehensive evaluation.
Adderall is a drug that
should not be mixed with
other drugs. Doctors say
never take Adderall within
fourteen days of taking
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By Dan Cammarano

ADDERALL: Popular drug passed among kids in order to study better
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Pacific
Sports
Wrap
Pacifican Media
Womens Soccer
The Pacific Tigers ended
there season with a hard
fought contest to eventual
champions Cal State Fullerton in the semi finals of
Big West Conference tour
nament. Pacific held its own
against nationally ranked
Fullerton giving up the lone
goal in the 85th minute of
play. Fullerton went on to
dominate UC Riverside in
the championship game win
ning 4-1. Both teams received
a bit to the NCAA tourna
ment as Fullerton has a third
seed in the tournament.
Goalkeeper Jaime Souza
had another spectacular
game making a game high
nine saves and the defense
held the highflying Fullerton
strikers from finding much
open space. Carmen Padilla
had the best opportunity for
the Tigers but a brilliant play
by the Fullerton goalkeeper
kept the game tied. Pacific
again showed it could play
with the best in the nation
barely coming up short
Pacific's successful season
was rewarded with five Ti
gers earning all conference
honors. Carmen Padilla and
Kelsey Nagel earned All-Big
West First Team honors and
Montez Harrison and Bunny
Dickson earned All-Big West
Second Team honors. Keeper
Jaime Souza rounded out
the group with All-Big West
Honorable Mention.
Field Hockey
For the second consecu
tive year the Tigers founc
themselves in the champion
ship game facing rival Uni
versity of California Berkeley
Golden Bears. Unfortunately
this year the Bears rememSee Wrap Up Page 11

NFL Guru Week 10 Predictions

two-headed monster on the the Patriots. Willis McGahee
ground with Mike Anderson looked very impressive and
NFL Guru
and Tatum Bell, who both should continue to do so in
rushed for over 100 yards in this game. The Bills defense
Overall Record: 39-24
week 8. Jake Plummer has is very good also. The Bills
San Francisco at Chicago looked very good lately and are at home and coming off
The Chicago Bears are 5-3 he should have another good a bye.
Bills 28, Chiefs 24
::or one reason, their defense. game.
Broncos
27,
Oakland
20
They have been holding op
St. Louis at Seattle
ponents to only 12 points per
The
Rams have been fight
Washington
at
Tampa
Bay
game while only scoring 17
ing
injuries
to Isaac Bruce,
The
Redskins
had
a
huge
points on offense. Kyle Orton
Torry
Holt,
and
Marc Bulger
win
over
the
TO-less
Eagles.
does not have great numbers,
over
the
last
few
weeks. Ja
Mark
Brunell
was
effective
but he has been making few
mie
Martin
has
been
a pleas
once
again
and
Clinton
Portis
mistakes the last few weeks.
ant
surprise.
They
have
been
got
in
the
end
zone.
The
de
The 49ers played a good
running
the
ball
more
with
fense
looks
excellent
because
three quarters against a very
Mike
Martz
off
the
sidelines.
Lavar
Arrington
is
finally
good Giants team last week.
I really think that they have getting some playing time. I Steven Jackson has been
a realistic chance of winning never thought Brian Griese on fire the last month and
this game because of their was such a huge difference, has helped the Rams win
defense. If the offense can but it seems obvious that he through injuries. Seattle is
finally get a TD they could is. Cadillac Williams has had the best team in the division
pull this one out. I am go two terrible games in a row and their offense is the rea
ing to pick the Bears because and Joey Galloway has been son why. Shaun Alexander
they are at home and have a the only bright spot. Their is unbelievable and Matt
defense is still solid, but Hasselbeck has been very
good running game.
efficient. The Seahawks will
Washington should win.
Bears 17,49ers 12
win because they are un
Redskins 24, Bucs 17
beatable at home.
Denver at Oakland
Seahawks 31, Rams 20
Kansas
Citv
at
Buffalo
Once again the Raiders
The
Chiefs
snuck
by
last
played well, but Larry John
Baltimore at Jacksonville
son scored a game winning week and they were very
Baltimore's offense has
lucky
to
do
so.
Larry
Johnson
TD with time running out.
looked
dismal this season.
is
a
star
and
Trent
Green
is
Jerry Porter has established
Their
defense
has been look
starting
to
come
around.
The
himself as the receiver every
ing
better,
but
it has not been
worry
for
me
is
that
biggest
one thought he would be and
enough
to
make
up for the
Tony
Gonzalez
has
been
such
La Mont Jordan is becoming
awful
offense.
Jamal
Lewis
a
little
part
of
the
offense.
The
a huge threat. The Raiders
is
averaging
only
three
defense
has
been
giving
up
need to play better defense
yards
per
carry
and
Antho
way
too
many
points
after
the
if they want to win more
games. Denver is coming off transactions they made in the ny Wright is not a starting
a bye week and have gone off-season. Buffalo is coming QB. Jacksonville seems to
6-2 this season. They have a off a bye week after a loss to
!hase Tapollo

play very well against good
teams and play down to bad
opponents. All around they
are a solid team that could
be playoff bound if they do
not get hit with injuries. Fred
Taylor has been playing well
and has not been injured seri
ously all season. The Jaguars
are at home and should beat
a team that is not as good as
they are.
Jaguars 17, Ravens 13
Dallas at Philadelphia

The Cowboys got a much
needed bye week so Julius
Jones had time to come back.
Marion Barber did a good
job in his place, but he is
not as good as Jones. Drew
Bledsoe has thrown a TD in
every game and Terry Glenn
seems to look like a rookie
again. The defense has been
playing well and their rook
ies have been a he factor. The
Eagles are the NFL's soap op
era where Terrell Owens has
been booted for the season.
He apologized to the team,
coaches, and owners but it
seems like it is too little, too
late. Reggie Brown had a
solid game in his place with a
56-yard TD. The Eagles really
need to get the TO situation
out of their head if they want
to make the playoffs. I don't
know why, but I am going to
pick the Eagles even without
TO.
Eagles 24, Dallas 21
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New student ticket policy for men's basketball
Mike Millerick
Athletic Media Relations
The Pacific Athletic De
partment has announced a
new student ticket policy for
the 2005-06 men's basketball
season. All students must
pick up a ticket in advance
of the game. Tickets will be
available beginning on Mon

day on the week of the game.
Tickets can be picked up at
the Pacific Box Office at Long
Theatre and on Thursdays at
the McCaffrey Center during
the Pacific hour. The Pacific
Box Office is open MondayFriday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Student tickets not picked
up by Noon on game day for
weekday games and on Fri

day for Saturday games will W and 104). Some additional
become available for sale to seating will also be available
the general public. Student for students in the upper
tickets are free to Pacific stu bleachers.
In most cases students
dents with Valid I.D. A total
of 550 student tickets will be can pick up two games at a
available for students in the time with the exception of
Tiger Pit Student Sections the games that fall during
which is located behind the the winter break. For games
team bench in the lower contested during the winter
bleachers (Sections T, U, V, break, student seating will

be limited to sections T & U.
Listed below is the 2005-2006
home schedule and the dates
that tickets are available to be
picked up.
*Note: standing on seats is
not allowed and may result
in removal from the section;
however standing at your
seat is encouraged.

manage

programs Sri Clinical Psychology offer:
. An APA-.sccredited Psy. D. Program
. M A. in Clinics! Psychology
(Marriage/Family T h e r a p y e m p h a s i s )
, A curriculum that integrates spirituality

a n d values
. A blend of theoretical and practical elements
of psychology

• Alignment with current California licensure
requirements
For more information about APU's graduate
psychology programs:
(!Vki) tsa^jya
| v A w a p u . e dJi'ed
on/tips
||M%» uddtf • iaLl®apu.EiJu (Psy.D.J
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Wrap Up From Page 10
bered last year and repeat
for the Tigers was out of the
question. The Bears came
out on fire and never looked
back beating Pacific 4-0. The
Tigers were outshoot 21-11.
Michelle Manson, Vianney
Campos and Jen Chaney
were named to the NorPac
All-Tournament

dominated from start to fin
ish winning 30-25, 30-27,
30-27. Kara Uhl had 13 kills
and Sidney Bennett had ten
kills. Pacific faces UC Santa
Barbara at Alex G. Spanos at
7pm on Thursday.

Women's Basketball
The Tigers started their
exhibition season beating
Cal State Monterey Bay
82-61. Tina Sanerivi led the
Tigers with 18 points in the
Womens Volleyball
The Tigers brought low post. Sanerivi had 12 of
out the brooms as they her 18 points in an 18-5 run
swept U.C. Davis 3-0. Led that put the game away for
by Ashley Groothuis's 16 the Tigers. Pacific recorded
kills and 16 digs, the Tigers 21 steals led by Jerise Free-

man who had eight steals to
go with her 14 points. Ashley
Dolezal came off the bench to
score 11 points. Pacific faces
San Francisco State in San
Francisco on Friday.
Men's Golf
Gordian Curtius placed
third as Pacific as a team
placed fourth in the Bill
Cullum Intercollegiate. Cur
tius finished one-over 271.
Thomas Petersson finished
eight with a 221 and Chris
Rosenau took home 17th place
with a 226.
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Pacific Pacific Basketball kicks off season
Records
Win
Ashley Dolezal
Reporter

What are the Tigers up to
this season?

Media Relations
Santa Barbara, Calif.- The
No. 9 ranked Pacific Tigers
men's water polo team re
corded their first Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation
victory of the year, down
ing-No. 14 UCSB 6-5. With
the win, the Tigers run their
record to 15-9 on the season,
1-3 in MPSF play.
The Tigers outscored the
Gauchos 4-0 in the first half,
and held a 6-1 lead entering
the final period of play. UCSB
responded with five goals in
the period, but Pacific con
tinued attacking and was
able to but one more goal on
the scoreboard to record the
6-5 victory.
Sophcjmore Dragan Bakicled the Tigers with three
goals, while junior Matt
Turnbull had two in the win
ning effort. Senior goalkeep
er Marko Popovic also had a
strong showing, recording 12
saves in the game.
"Getting this win puts us
in the driver's seat (for mak
ing the conference tourna
ment)," Pacific head coach
Mike Maroney said.
Pacific has a four game
home stand next weekend,
Nov. 12-13, to close out the
2005 home campaign, in
cluding' games against No.
8 Long Beach State and No.
1USC.

There was a lot of activity
at the Alex G. Spanos on Sat
urday night. It was opening
night for both the women's
and men's basketball teams.
In their exhibition games, the
women defeated Cal State
Monterey Bay, but the men
fell to Seattle Pacific Univer
sity in overtime.
The women beat CSUMB
82-61 and were lead by se
nior center Tina Sanerivi
with 18 points. After a slow

start, the Tigers executed
their offense under the guide
of sophomore point guard
Kelsey Lavender. Lavender
finished with 14 points and
three assists. Junior guard
Jerise Freeman tightened up
the Tiger's on the defensive
end by posting eight steals
and 14 points.
The second half the tigers
came out energized and
dominated the game, inside
and out. It was a group
effort, for every Tiger that
stepped foot onto the court .
Senior forward Carolina Ruiz
said, "I am excited that we
started off the season on the
right foot. I'm looking for
ward to see what this team

can do!"
The men, however, did
not have such luck. The
two-time defending Big
West Champions lost 72-71
in overtime to SWU. Senior
forward Christian Maraker
lead the Tigers with 21 points
and 12 rebounds. Senior
guard Johnny Gray added 15
points and 5 rebounds, that
was hot enough.
With 9 seconds left in the
game, Maraker tied the game
60-60 by hitting a free-throw.
# Freshman Steffan Johnson
nailed a 3-pointer and scored
a lay-up after stealing the
ball towards the end of over
time. With 25 seconds re
maining, the Tigers were up

by 1 but Seattle scored a lay.
up, which gave the men only
4 seconds left to get a shot oft
but it was not enough.
Luckily for the men, this
was only an exhibition game
and it will not count towards
the Tigers record, which will
be good when March Mad
ness roles around and the
brackets are done.
The Tigers are in action
again on Friday, October 11.
It's another double header
night with the women play
ing San Francisco State at 5
and the men taking on Cal
State Stanislaus at 7:30 in
Alex G. Spanos Center.
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Miguel Flores and Christian Maraker show their hops as they get up above the rim.

